See you later, alligator
In a while, crocodile
Out the door, dinosaur
See you soon baboon

Take care, polar bear
Gotta go, buffalo
In an hour, sunflower
Maybe two, kangaroo

Better swish jellyfish
Come again little hen
Let's roll brown mole
Chow chow, spotted cow

Give a hug ladybug
Bye bye butterfly
Be sweet, parakeet
That was fun little one
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See you later, (1-animal)  
In a (2-place), crocodile  
Out the (3-thing), dinosaur  
See you soon, (4-animal)  

Better (5-verb), jellyfish  
Come again, (6-adj*), hen  
Let's roll, (7-color), mole  
Chow chow, (8-adj*), cow  

Gotta (10-verb), buffalo  
In an hour, (11-thing)  
Maybe (12-#), kangaroo  

Give a (13-noun), ladybug  
(14-Greeting), butterfly  
Be (15-adj*), parakeet  
That was fun, (16-person)  
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Mad Libs Poetry
Fill-in-the-Blanks

1-ANIMAL
2-PLACE
3-THING
4-ANIMAL
5-VERB (PRESENT TENSE)
6-ADJECTIVE (ADJ*)
7-COLOR
8-ADJECTIVE (ADJ*)
9-VERB (PRESENT TENSE)
10-VERB (PRESENT TENSE)
11-THING
12-NUMBER (#)
13-NOUN
14-GREETING
15-ADJECTIVE (ADJ*)
16-PERSON